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I’ve been an Elvis fan for more
than 30 years. I guess not a day
goes by without him taking part in
my life in some way or the other.
That’s what this blog is all about.
www.elvistoday.blogspot.com

The Elvis Today Blog

Intro
This book is basically the first 271 posts I penned for my
blog Elvis Today, right up to the one published on January 8,
2010. I still remember writing the first, on August 16, 2007.
I’d thought about it for some time, as blogging was becoming more and more popular, and wanted to try it out for myself as well.
The subject was a given. There were, and still are, a lot of
websites covering news related stuff about Elvis, but no one
was writing about Elvis from a personal point of view. With
a few exceptions, that’s still the case, which in a way is a bit
surprising, taking Elvis popularity into account.
Setting the blog up was pretty straight forward, and I
soon found myself tapping away on the keyboard. At first, my
posts dealt mainly with Elvis related experiences, but soon
I started to express my opinion concerning albums, books,
movies and so on. Now and then someone would leave a
comment, and that always made me happy.
It still does.
So, after reading this book, you are more than welcome
to visit www.elvistoday.blogspot.com and tell me what you
think about The Elvis Today Blog.
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It Was 30 Years Ago Today
Thursday, August 16, 2007

What better day than today to start my own Elvis blog, something I’ve been thinking about doing for some time now.
This morning I was interviewed on national radio about
why Elvis continues to fascinate and attract people. After
a moments thought it dawned on me that the answer really
was quite simple and obvious: the man is so damn good. He
sings all kinds; rock, blues, gospel, country, soul, even funk.
The guy didn’t write his own songs and still he makes them
his own. Then you got to have something.
Of course, marketing by BMG and Elvis Presley Enterprises help him along, but marketing is nothing without a good
product, right!?
By the way, I received my copy of the new That’s The Way
It Is DVD and man was I disappointed. The picture and sound
quality of the bonus material was way below standard. Nice
watching Elvis eating hamburgers, though!

Duets: Good, Bad And Beautiful
Friday, August 17, 2007

I watched the new Lisa Marie and Elvis duet of “In The
Ghetto” for the first time. I have to admit I wasn’t overly
impressed (I liked her first attempt on “Don’t Cry Daddy”
more). In that one, father and daughter interacted in a more
obvious way by being on the screen at the same time and the
message, although sentimental there as well, worked better. By the way, there’s a lot of guns lying around in the new
duet, any chance some of them belonged to Elvis?!
Another posthumous duet is the one between Elvis and
Celine Dion singing “If I Can Dream” on American Idol a
few months ago. Not too bad, but listening to Celine always
makes me think of the Titanic.
Speaking of duets, I remember when I bought “The Lady
Loves Me” when it was released back in 1983 as a single.
Hearing Ann Margret singing that she would rather dine
with Frankenstein than with Elvis was kind of funny, but I
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always preferred the other side of the single which was ”I
Can Help.”
So maybe Elvis duets aren’t the thing for me. “There Is
Nothing Like A Song” with Elvis and Nancy Sinatra definitely isn’t one of my favorites either. But there is always an
exception to the rule, I guess. When Elvis sighs at the end of
the duet version of “Today, Tomorrow And Forever” with Ann
Margret, I don’t think the reason is the quality of the song
but the woman standing next to him.

“Develop Your Own Talents”
Saturday, August 18, 2007

The international impersonator contest in Memphis hosted
by Elvis Presley Enterprises (EPE) is over. A guy named
Shawn Klush won the title “Ultimate Elvis tribute artist.”
Apparently, to EPE “tribute artists” have a better ring to it
than “impersonators.”
I have never particularly liked impersonators. To me they
are the fat guys in poorly made jumpsuits that after Elvis
death helped cement the image of Elvis as a fat fool in too
tight outfits.
It’s interesting to read what Elvis himself (or his secretary
or whatever) thought of impersonators. “Do develop your
own special talents,” he writes in a letter to a happy winner
of a contest somewhere.
I didn’t think EPE liked impersonators either, but I guess
it’s money talking. EPE has even released a Elvis karaoke
DVD set this summer.
But on the other hand, who am I to judge. Two years back,
when I was in Memphis, I recorded “Walk A Mile In My
Shoes” to a karaoke track at Sun records, and I admit that I
didn’t try to sound like the Beatles!

My Elvis Week

Sunday, August 19, 2007
Elvis Week 2007 is over, and that made me think of my trip to
Memphis and Elvis Week two years ago, in 2005.
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For a whole week, I lived and breathed Elvis Presley. And
so did a thousand others. It started at the airport where I
suddenly found myself standing next to Priscilla’s parents
waiting to grab my bags, and there was Jerry Schilling meeting them. And it continued on the way to my hotel where
giant signs pointed out that “Elvis lives.”
When I passed through the doors to my hotel the first
time, I could hear Elvis music playing from the bar. In the
lobby, almost everyone I saw wore Elvis t-shirts and right
before my eyes an Elvis impersonator passed by in his blue
jumpsuit. And as if that wasn’t enough, there to the right,
at a small table, Elvis buddy Sonny West was sitting signing
autographs.
The next day, hearing Elvis singing “Welcome To My
World” in my headphones on the short trip up to Graceland,
sent shivers up my spine. I’m finally here, I remember thinking.
Graceland aside, I think the best thing was seeing and
meeting musicians who played for Elvis. The highlight for
me was a concert at Beale Street with the American Sound
Studio band, playing Elvis songs from those fantastic sessions of ‘69. I even had the pleasure of interviewing organist
Bobby Emmons and pianist Bobby Wood, and they were very
humble and willing to share some of the moments they’ve
had with Elvis.
When I shook their hands, I couldn’t help but thinking
that I was just one handshake away from Elvis.

The Comeback Special—Bits And Pieces
Monday, August 20, 2007

It’s always pleasant when people get interested in Elvis and
you can, so to speak, help them along the way. That happened
today at work, when a colleague and friend asked me if I had
a DVD version of The ‘68 Comeback Special that she could
borrow. She had watched Elvis By The Presleys on television
and taken a fancy to our man dressed in black leather. Also,
she was wild with him performing “If I Can Dream.”
I decided that the first disc of the 3 DVD set was enough
for her. Even if she was interested I didn’t think she was
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quite ready for the “Huh-huh-huh promo” and ten takes of
“Big Boss Man.” Not yet, anyway.
Speaking of the special, I’ve always thought that BMG
made a big mistake not releasing a CD box set with material
from it, in the style of The Las Vegas Years or even The Complete 50’s Masters. Instead they released first Memories:
The ‘68 Comeback Special and Tiger Man, then Burbank 68
on the FTD label and finally, last year, Let Yourself Go! on the
FTD label as well. Such a shame!
As a final note, here is an interesting piece of information.
In the April/May issue of The Official Elvis Presley Fan Club
magazine, there is an article titled “The other Side of the
Story,” where Alfred di Scipio, the Singer Sewing Executive
for the TV-special, is interviewed.
According to the article, it was di Scipio that convinced
the Colonel that the special should not be a Christmas special, and not the producer of the show, Steve Binder. And
Alfred di Scipio has the document to back it up. This is very
interesting reading, indeed.

I Was Technical Advisor
Tuesday, August 21, 2007

Sometimes, being an Elvis fan can lead you to some interesting experiences. A while back, a friend of mine started
writing a novel, and asked me to read the manuscript with
“Elvis-glasses” when he was nearly finished.
The novel is called Junk, and is about a rock guitarist who
after fifteen years in the business is looking for new challenges. So, when opportunity knocks, he heads up north together
with an old friend to play in a show about Elvis Presley.
I took my task as technical advisor very seriously. I read
the manuscript twice and gave my feedback: Elvis didn’t rehearse much in 1976, he didn’t smoke cigarettes but cigars,
“See See Rider,” “I Got A Woman”/”Amen” and “Love Me”
is a typical start of a later Elvis concert, “Maybellene” is
performed live at the Louisiana Hayride and yes, Elvis sang
“Your Cheatin’ Heart” too. Stuff like that.
Junk was released just a week ago, and I was pleased to
see that the author had listened to some of my “sound ad10
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vice.” It was also a boost to find my name listed under “Authors thanks to.”
I have just finished reading Junk once again, and I think
it’s a damn good book. And I’m proud to have played a small
part in that.

When Elvis Met Chuck Berry In Las Vegas
Thursday, August 23, 2007

I know a guy at work who lived for a while in Las Vegas during the seventies. And yes, he saw Elvis perform there one
time, something I like to ask him about over and over. But
today, he told me another interesting story involving Elvis.
Here it is:
The year is 1974. The time 2.30 A.M. My colleague is sitting with a friend watching a lounge show at The Las Vegas
Hilton. A lounge show, he explained to me, is a show in a
smaller showroom where you can sit and drink and watch
an act.
Anyway, this time they are watching Chuck Berry. Suddenly they hear something happening behind their backs,
and turn around. There, two guards have suddenly materialized, and in walks Sammy Davis Jr together with Elvis Presley. And they have a couple of girls with them, too.
Sammy Davis Jr and Elvis are then being lead to a booth at
the front of the stage and sit down. At the same time, more
and more people in the audience realize who are now with
them. So does Chuck Berry who abruptly stops singing and
playing.
In that moment, Elvis waves at Chuck Berry, and Chuck
Berry waves back. “Hello Elvis. Long time ago,” says Chuck
Berry and leaps into the familiar intro of “Memphis, Tennessee.”
This is a great little story I’ve never heard before, and I
think it’s both fascinating and funny. I hope you do, too.

11
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A G.I. Blues Kind Of Weekend
Sunday, August 26, 2007

Sometimes Elvis or something related to him pops up when
you least of all expect it. I mean, hearing an Elvis song on
the radio isn’t that big a surprise, reading about him on the
Internet is a daily occurrence and receiving a new Elvis record in the mail is a pleasant but not all that uncommon
event nowadays, because of the tempo that BMG, FTD and
the bootleggers keep up.
But this weekend, when I visited an army surplus store
on the countryside together with my parents and my brother
who was hunting for some baggy pants with many pockets,
I wasn’t counting on anything Elvis-like. Boy, was I in for a
surprise.
Because at the cash-counter, in a box, were some American military patches that servicemen wear on their uniforms.
And one of them was a yellow, blue and red patch with a
lightning bolt, a big number “3” and the text “Spearhead”
that I immediately recognized.
This patch is just like the one Elvis wore on his uniform,
I explained to the lady at the counter. She didn’t look too
impressed, and obviously didn’t understand what I was talking about.
Anyway, I bought it for almost nothing, and at home verified my find. Yes, he wore it on his left sleeve, on his tour in
Germany with the Third Armored “Spearhead” Division. And
after getting out of the army he wore it again on his uniform
in the movie “G.I Blues.”
So there you are. Elvis really is everywhere, even when
you don’t expect him to, and that never ceases to amaze
me.

A Stone For Danny Fisher
Monday, August 27, 2007

I’m now the proud owner of a Harold Robbins book. Never
heard of him? Me neither. But the title is well known to me,
and I immediately recognized it in the second-hand bookshop. Elvis fourth movie King Creole is based on it and it’s
12
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called A Stone For Danny Fisher.
The book was written in 1951 and it must have sold
steadily through the years, because my edition is the 42nd
printing, dated July 1973. And apparently the book is still in
print.
The yellowed pages tells the story of Danny struggling to
be a boxer in New York, not a singer in New Orleans as was
the case in Elvis version.
I cheated and read the ending first, and it is not as happy
as in King Creole, where Danny continues his success. Instead he gets a stone in a cemetery, so to speak. But a little
before that, he also becomes a father, if I understand it correctly. Guess I have to start from the beginning.
And when I’m finished reading I have to find copies of
Flaming Lance (pretty obvious which movie is based on that
one) by Clair Huffaker and Pioneer Go Home by Richard
Powell (the novel behind Follow That Dream).

I Can’t Stop Loving 1969
Tuesday, August 28, 2007

Today I ordered the new Viva Las Vegas double CD. Not because of the first disc which is a compilation of already released songs from Las Vegas in 1970 and 1972 that kicks off
a bit far fetched with the title track from 1963.
And not because of the picture on the cover that’s already
been used on at least two other releases (Elvis At The International and Elvis Live). No, the reason is the second disc
with an unreleased Las Vegas show from August 21, 1969.
(For some reason not included in the US version.)
This certainly isn’t the first concert that has been released
from 1969 in recent years. We already got one on the Live In
Las Vegas box set (from August 24), then the FTD releases
Elvis At The International (August 23) and All Shook Up (August 26), the latter which included the famous laughing version of “Are You Lonesome Tonight.”
But from the day I heard the Elvis In Person record for
the first time when I was a kid I have always enjoyed the live
recordings with Elvis from 1969. He’s so full of energy, sings
fantastic with much of that raw 68-voice still present and
13
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clowns around quite a bit (maybe too much at times).
Even the old songs sound great, like “Blue Suede Shoes”
and “Hound Dog.” And the monologue is always funny to
listen to (“I did loving you, loving her and loving everybody I
could get my hands on at the time,” for example).
So even with the wealth of material already released from
August 1969, I look forward to the arrival of Viva Las Vegas.
Disc two, that is!

Where Did The Scarves Go?
Wednesday, August 29, 2007

As Lisa Marie enters the Graceland Archives during an interview with ABC’s Good Morning America, she discovers a
scarf that Elvis dedicated to her. “My God, I’ve never seen
that,” she said when she saw the scarf. “I want it. Can I take
it? I’m going to get it framed.”
The strange thing is, as the website ElvisNews.com points
out, that the scarf is in the book Elvis By The Presleys. I just
checked my copy and it’s true, right there on page 173 is a
picture of the scarf. Does that mean that she never read the
book she was part of writing? Makes you wonder, doesn’t
it?
Speaking of scarves, Elvis must have thrown out tens of
thousands of them to fans in the audiences during the 70’s.
In the movie This Is Elvis you can watch him give away ten
scarves (I counted!) during the song “Love Me” from June
1977. Charlie Hodge is following him around the stage with
a bunch of scarves in his hands, and on the piano you can
clearly see a whole supply of white, red and blue scarves.
Where are those scarves now? Well, maybe many fans did
what Lisa Marie talked about, got them framed and hung
them on the wall.
Another part of the answer is found by making a search
on eBay that reveals you can bid on a piece of a scarf. Seems
the idea is to hack up a scarf in 150 pieces or so and then
have every piece framed together with a photo from that
particularly concert where the scarf was thrown by Elvis. I
found pieces you could bid on from both his last Memphis
concert on July 5, 1976 and from a concert at Nassau Coli14
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seum on June 24, 1973.
But wait! There is also a silk scarf you can bid on that according to the seller was purchased at a concert on March
21, 1976, with a stamped signature on it. I have one just like
this that I bought through a fan club sometime during the
80’s. Maybe I should have it framed!

Elvis Books For Children And Grownups Too!
Friday, August 31, 2007

In Portugal, a children’s book about Elvis titled Elvis: O Rei
Do Rock (which means King Of Rock, would be my guess)
is to be released in September. I think that’s great, you can
never be too young to learn about Elvis, right?
That’s why I bought a CD copy of Elvis Sings For Children
And Grownups Too! to my sisters’ first child six years ago.
Unfortunately, it seems like he and Elvis didn’t quite hit it
off, and the CD is pretty much standing on its shelf unplayed.
Perhaps I should have kept it myself, it isn’t that easy to find
nowadays.
Anyway, there are other things about Elvis you can give
to small children, and perhaps I would’ve had greater luck if
the Swedish children’s picture book Pek-Elvis (“pek” means
“point” in Swedish) would have been out six years ago.
Pek-Elvis was released in May this year and it’s really a
great little book with 20 pictures of things associated with
Elvis.
For example, the Swedish word for house is illustrated
with a drawing of Graceland and the word for ring with a
TCB ring. A pink Cadillac accompanies the word for car and
a peanut-butter banana sandwich the word for, obviously,
a sandwich. There is also, among others, a guitar, a microphone and of course, Elvis himself.
The only word I missed was sideburns, but I guess the
author can be forgiven, for this is really a cool book for the
youngest. And maybe for the not so young also, because I
really enjoyed looking through it. Why Elvis Presley Enterprises hasn’t thought this one out yet is any body’s guess.
By the way, this is the second children’s picture book by
the author, the first he did was a picture book about the bi15
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ble. That tells you something about how big Elvis still is,
don’t you think?

No Put Luck With Girls! Girls! Girls!
Saturday, September 1, 2007

I read today that the next two Follow That Dream releases
will be Girls! Girls! Girls! and Pot Luck. That made me think
of when I heard the songs on Girls! Girls! Girls! for the first
time.
It must have been in the early 80’s. Me and my brother
(who’s also an Elvis fan) took the train from the suburb where
we lived to the big record store in town where they had pretty much all of the LP’s from the Elvis catalog. This time my
brother bought the double LP From Memphis To Vegas/From
Vegas To Memphis and I picked Girls! Girls! Girls!.
In those days we still hadn’t heard all of Elvis songs. So
every LP we bought was “new” to us, and it was always very
exiting to come home and put it on the record-player.
This time, I think we started with my brothers’ record, and
man, it blew us away! This, we agreed, was a great double
album, especially the first LP recorded live on stage in Las
Vegas in 1969.
Then it was my turn with Girls! Girls! Girls! and I remember that I thought the title track was pretty much OK (after
all it was a Leiber/Stoller number) and “I Don’t Wanna Be
Tied” bumped along pretty good. But then my disappointment grew as we listened to “Where Do You Come From,” “A
Boy Like Me, A Girl Like You” and the terrible “Song Of The
Shrimp.” Even “Return To Sender” couldn’t cheer me up.
Funny, I can still recall how jealous I was. I wish that I had
bought From Memphis To Vegas/From Vegas To Memphis
and that my brother had chosen Girls! Girls! Girls! instead.
Fortunately, that feeling has long since passed but Girls!
Girls! Girls!, I have to admit, hasn’t been one of my most
played Elvis albums through the years.
Maybe I would have been happier that day with my brother if I had picked Pot Luck instead. Though Elvis recorded
the majority of the songs for that album only about a week
before the soundtrack session for the movie Girls! Girls!
16
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Girls!, the two albums are miles apart. That’s why I’m happy
the FTD release of Pot Luck is a double CD and Girls! Girls!
Girls! only a single disc.

“Can’t Tell If It’s Comedy Or Drama”
Sunday, September 2, 2007

This Sunday afternoon I watched a picture called Bubba Hotep from 2002 on DVD. The plot, in short, is that Elvis and
John F Kennedy are alive and in a nursing home, where they
fight an ancient Egyptian mummy who eats the souls of the
residents.
I guess you could call it both a comedy and a horror movie.
I think it’s hilarious. And the best thing is, you can watch it
with an audio commentary by the king. You hear Elvis (actor
Bruce Campbell who is playing Elvis in the movie) telling you
that he’s been asked by the producer to sit in and tell him
what he thinks of the picture, this “Ho-tep thing.”
But he has a hard time concentrating on the movie and
talks about everything from his own movie career (“I did 33
pictures, never any horror pictures though”) to how to make
the perfect peanut butter banana sandwich. He also mentions his meeting with Nixon, and on several occasions is
interrupted when his cell phone starts ringing. One of the
callers, I think, is Lisa Marie.
From time to time he does manage to make a comment
about the movie. (“This doesn’t look like anything a dignified
actor would do” and “I wish the director would do a movie
that was a little more mature,” for example.)
A funny detail is that he two times mentions that the jumpsuits in the picture “look really familiar, they look good,” but
for an Elvis fan it’s pretty obvious they don’t look like the
real thing.
Enough said, rent Bubba Ho-tep as soon as possible and
see it yourself. I highly recommend it!
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